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About This Game

Criminals are sent to atone for their sins in the ancient forest. Here they will be hunted down by a terrible monster, a sacrifice to
appease the wrath of god. You were one of these exiles and just as in the stories the monster came for you. The last thing you
remember is a blade coming right towards you. Opening your eyes you find yourself resting on a strange stone platform in the

forest, all the wounds on your body and tears in your clothes gone. Lost and confused you begin to explore the world around you to
discover the secrets behind the forest and your newfound immortality.

Experience atmospheric exploration gameplay on your journey through several breathtaking areas, from a vibrant forest to
overgrown ruins and dark tunnels. Secrets await around every corner, waiting to be unearthed.

Master an engaging and challenging combat system, with many different weapons and strategies to explore.

Find fragments from the history of a broken world and reveal the truth behind the lost god and its legacy.
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Title: Lost God
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Time Stop Interactive
Publisher:
Time Stop Interactive
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core CPU 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 750ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space
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I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute. Easy achievements too ^^. other games really need to copy this game's style
of having one room. it works so well, with the huge bonus of no teleporting.

+ when you think it's done there's more.
+ good controls.
+ good use of locomotion (only natural movement, no teleport)
+ nice customizing of the room

- tedious
- repetitive stages to the game

overall really great fun.

feedback for dev (if they look at these): please have a way to mirror furniture, also another "phase" to the game would help
break up the monotony. by phase i mean how the game has a "buy/sell/prep" phase and a "night" phase, something else to do
during the day would be neat.

. If you want 1 new skin for the price of \u00a311.99, here you go. Only the EWS skin is new in this addon, the Freightliner
skin was actually reused from "Up the Junction", which was a route that costed \u00a39.99 and contained 6 locos, one of them
being the Freightliner Class 08. It's funny how they conveniently removed that addon around the time this was released.

In terms of value, at \u00a312 for 2 skins, that would make each individual skin cost \u00a36, which is more than the
Marketplace prices, not really value for money here folks. This is of course as opposed to the old Class 08 addon, which had 12
reskins, meaning that each skin only costed \u00a31. They have also conveniently removed that addon around the time this was
released.

It's rather insulting that RSC (now DTG) thinks that we're this gullible. Removing better valued addons and then releasing this.

As for the product on its own, all I can say is that the model is the typical DTG quality, it's eye candy, it's trying to get you to
buy the product and then you feel disappointed about everything else. The skins does the job and the sounds are basic, they're
not bad, just basic. As my neutral opinion on this has shifted to a negative one thanks to its appalling value for money, I would
not recommend this to anybody, unless they're rich.. Cool And Funny Game! You Sholud Buy It!. Playing this game is like
sticking a cactus up your butt hole. For old-school TRON fans, nothing quite like hopping into a glowy tank, and getting to
shoot at other glowy tanks. This game is simple, but fun, and very pretty in a sort of retro way. Love it!. This game was too
complex/difficult/stressing for me. :1
But go ahead and play it if you got that skill.. Really Fast and Furious game to play with friends.

And don't bother .... !

  There're no brakes .... !. Empty and devoid of any content or semblance of game mode. My siblings and I played it and did not
enjoy our time.
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Hi --- I (a 59year old man) play Backgammon most everyday online with others or by myself useing another program/s.

We need to build a community. I pushed arock into water.
He asked me to.
So I did.
and he acted as if nothing happened.
I would think him ungreatful.
but he's a rock.
he has no nerves.
and I'm a man.

This game is pretty, and I love it.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/HUhmdNI8dac

While it is great to see an indy horror that is not a unity asset flip, its very hard to recommend this game.

Even if we ignore the ugly graphics that look like a PS2 era game. The big problems are all game design related. From terrible
performance issues, to bugs and glitches. Several of the puzzles are bugged leading to frustration. And the save system is a pain,
meaning you end up retreading large sections of the game you have already completed.

The controls feel floaty and imprecise making boss battles a chore. And even the AI can end up killing you even when they
really should not be able to.

Still on the positive side, the hand drawn cutscenes are well done, the audio is decent and the voice acting okay. Also the
monster designs are nice, and the death scenes very well done.

Sadly it's not enough to really salvage this game overall. Maybe if you see it on sale and want to know more about the phillipnes
ghost lore. Otherwise you may want to save your money for something better.. This game is really fun and interesting. The dev
did a good job of making the corn maze and building an environment that draws you in. I'm interested to see what comes in the
next chapter, but I'm good with playing this a few more times. Good game, good job!. I love these bite sized adventures, really
hope to see a lot more in this style, I can't get enough of em! Great to have something like this when you find yourself with a
spare 20 mins. The art and parser instantly transports me to how I felt playing parser games as a kid, and I find myself getting a
lot more absorbed than I expected for such a short game about a race of snales in space. I think the parser/control scheme
somehow lends itself more to that feeling of exploration and discovery that makes it very satisfying when you open up the next
room, etc. Can't wait for more!. An awful parody on a game long time forgotten. Lazy programming, non-existant gameplay,
dull sounds. Music is okay, though.

Is it worth trying out? No.. Fun classic game. It has some quirks nowadays (you cannot alttab, it will crash. Looks and feels old.
Combat gets pretty stale at moments) but if you don't mind that and are looking for a classic experience and classic take on the
CCG.

Have to admit though that it got a bit stale after a while; too many random enemies and at some points in missions, as I needed
to farm for the XP, I just let autobattle on, pressed spacebar and skipped the fight. Luckely the story was pretty interesting!

5.5/10, passing grade. I already had 8-Bit Armies, 8-Bit Hordes and this one is a must too. a very good game and i love it.. I have
paid for this game, downloaded it. But when you click on play, the game shows a black screen with a blue border, then
disappears, and leaves an icon with circled star in the bottom tool bar! Any help out there? Should i delete it and lose what i paid
for?
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